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Abstract
This study is in relation to Washington Accord (WA), Pakistan Engineering Council, aimed for incorporation of Outcome Based Education (OBE) system. Pakistan has signed the accord and has incorporate it in engineering university and is in the process to phase-out the conventional system. For the purpose to know about its implementation status and benefits, this study was conducted in Mechanical department of CECOS University Peshawar. For this purpose one class of forty four students was selected for the analysis of two subjects (Applied Physics and Applied Chemistry) for fall semester 2017. The results revealed that percentage of pass students was in conventional system was 77.27%. In comparison the percentage of pass students was 76.13 in applied physics. In the subject of applied chemistry, percentage of pass students was 68.18 in conventional system and 48.86 in OBE system. In the light of this it was concluded that conventional system is more comfortable for the students. It was also found that all the three domains of Bloom taxonomy were not practiced. Due to this, OBE system seems to be a little complicated and difficult for student to follow. The OBE system is still in its preliminary stage and need some improvements in assignments, quizzes and lectures.
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Introduction
Several countries reformed their educational system and structure for caliber and competent graduates to achieve the industrial demands (Malan, 2000; Alderson and Martin, 2007). The education intent is to install learning and knowledge, to increase proficiency of all students and lead them with positive posture and values. To contest internationally, quality education shall produce capable pro to erect a potent nation (Biggs & Tang, 2010). To provide competencies and skills in graduates many models were introduced in institutes. Outcome Based education (OBE) is one of them, which obtain consideration since Washington Accord (1989), Sydney Accord (2001) and Dublin Accord (2002). OBE is a process of assessment and
evaluation of practices in education to reflect the attainment of expected learning outcomes. OBE is based on bringing out skills of the students. Learning process in conventional system is entirely on lecture based while OBE is student centered based. Standards in the shape of "Graduates Attributes exemplar 2013" has been set by Washington Accord in engineering programs and mandatory to conform by member states. Ghulam Ishaq Khan Institute of Engineering Sciences and Technology (GIKI) and College of Electrical & Mechanical Engineering (CEME) in 2011 were chosen on exploratory ground. Mechanical department of GIKI and IST have been accredited for four years according to level II. As Pakistan became signatory member of Washington Accord on June 21, 2017, almost all engineering institutes in Pakistan attempting to get accreditation of Washington Accord. OBE structural composition focus on Washington Accord criteria, Bloom Taxonomy and Graduates Attributes. For graduates, Pakistan Engineering Council sets the succeeding twelve attributes. i) Engineering Knowledge ii) Problem Analysis iii) Design/Development of solution iv) Investigation v) Modern Tools Usages vi) The Engineer and Society vii) Environmental and Sustainability viii) Ethics ix) Individual and Team work x) Communication xi) Project Management xii) Life-Long Learning. These attributes are designed in accordance with the guidelines provided in Blooms taxonomy for the successful implementation of OBE. PLOs are the broad outcomes set for a degree program. For example in the current study the program is mechanical engineering, PLOs will be those attributes which are required of set of skills and knowledge as are required in the market. PLOs will define the caliber of the graduate as an engineering graduate. CLOs are course learning outcomes i.e the desired results of the specific subjects; which would inculcate the expected skills in all the students. Bloom’s taxonomy provides guidelines for the successful implementation of the set CLOs.

Dr. Benjamin Bloom in 1956 leading the educational psychologists created Bloom’s Taxonomy to advance elevated forms of thinking in teaching i.e analyzing and evaluating instead of remembering facts only. Taxonomy refers to classification. The aim was to create a classification system of three domains. i) Cognitive domain refers to mental skills (knowledge) ii) Affective domain refers to development of feelings or emotional areas (Attitude) iii) Psychomotor domain refers to physical skills of the learners.

The aim of this study is to compare conventional and OBE systems on selected attributes. Students will be awarded with grades on Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) achievements which are directly linked with Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs).

**Methodology**

To accomplish the objective of this study, Mechanical department of CECOS University Peshawar was selected in which OBE is carried out parallel to conventional system. Students were assessed via assessment tools against the set curriculum in conventional system while in OBE students were evaluated versus the attributes fixed for program (PLOs) and outcomes for subject (CLOs). A class of Forty four students was chosen from Fall semester 2017 for two subjects (Applied Physics and Applied Chemistry). Different CLOs were defined for each subject which are linked with PLOs defined for Mechanical department. For Applied Physics three CLOs and two PLOs were defined which are :-

**CLO1 Comprehend** key concepts related to position, velocity, acceleration and vector algebra in Cartesian Coordinate System for particles.
CLO2 Apply key concepts related to kinetics including work, energy, simple harmonic motion and momentum.

CLO3 Apply key concepts of electrostatic force/field/potential; electric dipole; electric flux and magnetic dipole, magnetic field etc. to real world / engineering.

PLO1 Engineering Knowledge Using mathematical, engineering basics, physical science and knowledge as required and specified here as for grasping engineering problems.

PLO2 Problem Analysis The recognition and formation of research and understanding indicate problems in the field of engineering and solving these problems based upon mathematics, physical science and engineering.
CLO1, CLO2 were linked with PLO1 and CLO3 was linked with PLO2.
For Applied also three CLOs and two PLOs were defined i-e

CLO1 Demonstrate working knowledge of applied chemistry and its applications to mechanical engineering field.

CLO2 Identify chemical compounds with harmful effects on environment and propose their control.

CLO3 Apply the acquired knowledge to identify, formulate and solve engineering problems of chemical nature in field of mechanical engineering.

PLO1 Engineering Knowledge Using mathematical, engineering basics, physical science and knowledge as required and specified here as for grasping engineering problems.

PLO7 Sustainability The awareness and knowledge of effects and durability of solving engineering problems closely related to society and environment and similar issues.
CLO1, CLO3 were linked with PLO1 and CLO2 was linked with PLO7.
Results were obtained based upon marks via assessment tools i-e Quizzes, Assignments, Midterm and Final term. In order to achieve final grading for conventional system, the marks obtained by each students in Grade Point Average system a student getting score below 60% will be considered as fail. So final result is considered as percentage of passed students in the subject. While in OBE system how much PLOs achieved by students to the total PLOs providing the percentage of passing students. Comparing the percentages of both conventional and OBE systems gives a clear picture. Basic formula used for conventional system were

\[
\text{No.of passed students} \times 100 \quad \text{(1)}
\]

and for OBE system

\[
\frac{\text{No.of achieved PLOs}}{\text{Total no.of PLOs}} \times 100 \quad \text{(2)}
\]

Results and Discussion
Table1 showing the conventional marks of every student in subject 1 (Applied Physics) and Subject 2 (Applied Chemistry). In marking criteria 12.5% is allotted to quizzes, 12.5% is allotted to assignments, 25% is allotted to midterm and 50% is allotted to final term. Thirty
four students out of forty four students passed the Applied Physics carrying 77.27 % and thirty students passed the Applied Chemistry carrying 68.18 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Passed Students</th>
<th>Failed Students</th>
<th>%age of Passed Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Physics</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>68.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table2 exhibiting academic achievement of OBE system in Applied physics and Applied Chemistry. Key Performance Indicator (KPI) was set to 40%. It means that a student should get 40% or above for achievement of PLO. Sixty seven PLOs out of eighty eight PLOs were achieved by the students carrying 76.13 % achievement of total PLOs in Applied Physics and forty three PLOs were achieved carrying 48.86 % achievement of total PLOs in Applied Chemistry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Total PLOs</th>
<th>Achieved PLOs</th>
<th>Not Achieved PLOs</th>
<th>%age of Passed Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied Physics</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>76.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Chemistry</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>48.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows Comparison of conventional system and OBE system through chart. Blue bars represents the conventional system result and red bars represents the OBE system results.
The above given results of the students are appreciative in because the attainment of the PLOs in both the subjects are above the KPI percentage set for them. PLOs define the different aspects of environment related to applied physics and chemistry. Broadly they require the basic knowledge of the environment related issues. Then the impacts of the applied techniques on the environment. Lastly and most importantly the engineering aspect of these issues and their remedies accordingly.

Similarly the acquired results in the both subjects show promising outcomes in the light of the set CLOs for the subjects. In applied physics the CLOs defined emphasizes on the basic academic knowledge of the concepts of physics such velocity, acceleration etc. Afterwards the application of these concept in the real world, their impacts and issues related with them. Environmental effects of these physical phenomena and how to make effective and productive use of the these physical processes are the main focus of the designed curriculum in the form of CLOs. The other subject i.e applied chemistry has at its core the chemical processes and the principles connected with them. The effects of these chemical processes on environment and the resulting social issues. These concepts, their basic knowledge, application and impacts from engineering point of view are the main focus of the CLOs.

The results a depicted and discussed above in their percentage show promising prospects of the students in the field. The score achieved in applied physics is over 70% and that of the chemistry is over 40%. Both of them are above the benchmark of KPIs set. These results show that the curriculum as laid out in the form of CLOs are attained to a satisfactory level. Though there are a few lacunas here due to the infancy the educational system being introduced. The assessment tools implemented are mostly borrowed from conventional methodology. The
proper implementation of the advanced and up to date tools would bring much higher results and hopefully 100% achievement of the defined CLOs and PLOs in both subjects.

Conclusion
As a conclusion, students in conventional system shows better achievement than in OBE system. Performance of students evaluated largely in essential facets of OBE through Bloom’s Taxonomy is gloomy, because the general course outlay for subjects establish upon on cognitive domain of Bloom Taxonomy. Other two crucial aspects of OBE Psychomotor and Affective domains are completely neglected. The designed curriculum has some deficiencies, i.e they selected few questions rather than selecting the full course. Assessment tools are also the primary causes for discrepancies achieving the coveted results in OBE system. The study instructed in Mechanical department of CECOS University Peshawar exhibited variances in the conjunction of OBE with conventional system. By additional such studies these imperfections can be addressed. In this research we studied two subjects. Future study may be possibly on whole batch or on all running batches for total subjects. Also Bloom's taxonomy should be totally implanting in courses offered gives improved outcomes. Likewise distinctive techniques besides formal collection of data like questionnaires, faculties and administration possibly employed. A perfect OBE system in engineering disciplines may convey genuine image and potentials of graduates in agonistically progressive engineering domain.

Recommendations
The study taught here shows some discrepancies between OBE and conventional system. By adding some suggestions this can be addressed. All the aspects of Bloom's Taxonomy that is cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains should be included. Assessment Tools should be altered that is guest lectures, field visits, mini projects etc should be employed. While conducting exam all questions of the final paper should be targeted rather than targeting few questions.
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